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African 
Resilience Generating Opportunities”.

• CARGO illuminates the contributions and 
achievements of people of African and African 
diaspora heritage, through poetry, illustrations, 
art installations, videos, educational 
resources, talks and seminars telling the 
stories of people who have catalysed change 
and moved humanity forward.

CARGO 
Lawrence Hoo and Chaz Golding founded• 
CARGO in 2016. 

• CARGO stands for “Charting 
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Post War Migration 



ar Migration
Many of the African-Caribbean people, who came 
to England in response to the British 
government’s call for help, had fought or worked 
alongside England during World War Two and 
therefore felt a sense of belonging to England. 
Despite this, England’s reaction to the arrival of 
people from the Caribbean was not welcoming. 
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ar Migration

against discrimination. People from British 
colonies were classed as British citizens, 
however members of the African-Caribbean 
communities could be denied access to housing 
healthcare, bank accounts, voting and driving 
licences’, all of which happened frequently. 

Post W 
Before 1965, there was no legal protection 
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The Race Relations Act 1965 was 

settings and made it an offence to promote hate 
based on colour, race, ethnic or national origins. 

The Race Relations Act in 1968 made 
discrimination within employment, housing and 
advertising unlawful.

Acts
The Race 
Relations 
1965 and 1986 -
the first UK legislation which made racism illegal. 
The Act banned racial discrimination in public 
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ott 1963 Bristol Bus Boyc

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1tXl0xVh_ykRWBmh167DvrGWx8b-5xvAd/preview


Act of 1976 extended the 

complaints of discrimination against them to 
courts and industrial tribunals.

In 2000 the act was amended to give public 
authorities a new statutory duty to promote race 
equality. It outlawed discrimination and 
victimisation in all public authority functions.

Acts
The Race 
Relations 
The Race Relations 
definition of discrimination so it included indirect 
discrimination. It allowed individuals to take 
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proof requirements, continuing protection after 
employment ceases, new exemption for a 
determinate job requirement and the removal of 
certain other exceptions.

Acts
The Race 
Relations 
More amendments were made in 2003 with the 
introduction of new definitions of indirect 
discrimination and harassment, new burden of 
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est Indians 

underachievement of their children at school was racism 
(racial prejudice and discrimination).’

A 2020 Guardian report found that when asked about 
 in education, 95% of black students in the UK said 

they had witnessed  and 49% 
said they believed racism was the biggest barrier to 
academic attainment.

Race relations 
within education 

The 1977 rampton report reads: ‘Many W 
insisted to us that the major reason for the 

racism 
racist language at school 
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/race
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2020/sep/22/one-third-of-children-in-uk-have-heard-racist-comments-at-school


● In 2019, just 11% of GCSE students studied 
modules that referred to the presence of black 
people in British history.

● In 2020 the biggest exam board in England did not 
include a single book by a black author in their 
English literature specifications. This is because in 
2014 the former secretary for education, Michael 
Gove, made the teaching of black history optional.

School of thought 
● In 2018 less than 1% of British children's books 

featured a main character who was Black. 
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African and African diaspora 

Imagine that the books you read and the lessons you are 
taught fail to acknowledge the achievements and 
contributions of people that look like you, and the only 
representation you do see is negative and disempowering. 

● How would this make you feel about yourself?
● How would it affect your confidence and motivation?

Reflect 
Why has so little changed for 
heritage students in Britain between the publication of the 
Rampton Report in 1977 and now? 
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s main aim is to enhance and broaden the 
response to:

opportunity to celebrate African and African Diaspora 
leadership through key milestones and contributions made.

2. Inequalities in cultural engagement statistics and 
representation in Education worldwide.

3. A will to highlight the global relevance of African and African 
Diaspora histories.

s School in Bristol taking part in a 

CARGO Classroom 
CARGO Classroom’ 
national curriculum in 

1. The 
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Learners from St Nick’ 
CARGO workshop at the empty Colston plinth. 
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I Wish 
A Poem by Lawrence Hoo 
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The Art of 
CARGO 
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Lawrence Hoo
Imhotep
The Merchants 
Queen Nzinga
Nanny of the Maroons
Dutty Boukman
Samuel Sharpe 
Paul Bogle
Mary Seacole
Marcus Garvey
A Call For Help
Carmen Beckford
Marvin Rees
Peaches Golding
Cleo Lake 

These illustrations are part of 
CARGO Classroom lessons.

From top left to bottom right: 
selection of the CARGO 
Classroom illustrations of: 



1. The use of: “African and African Diaspora 
Heritage” rather than “Black” and 
“European Heritage” rather than “White”.

This is to avoid using language that refers to 
“race” because “race” was an invented idea 
created approximately 500 years ago to divide 
humanity into higher and lower valued groups. 

CARGO Classroom: 
Language 

Here are examples of how CARGO Classroom 
interprets and amends language commonly 
used. 
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“Enslaved People” rather than 
.

African 
and African Diaspora Heritage.  By using the term 
“enslaved” we make it clear that someone took 
their freedom from them.

2. The use of: “Forced Labour” rather than 
“Work” when referring to enslaved people.

This is to make clear that slavery was not a 
consensual working agreement or a mutually 
beneficial relationship.

CARGO Classroom: 
Language 

1. The use of: 
“Slaves” 

The term “slave” dehumanises people of 
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cargomovement.org 

https://cargomovement.org/


ashington DC with Students in W 
free CARGO posters. 
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oom billboard celebrating the 
evolutionary lesson series

CARGO Classr 
launch of the r 



CARGO Classroom is creating the tools to 
enable young people to be the change they wish 
to see. 

How could you promote equality, diversity and 
inclusion in your workplace?

If you had one wish what would it be?

How to Change 
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Africa has grown

Africa’s inner beauty and true history

Africa gave birth to the first civilisations
That expanded and grew into great nations

From these great nations, great knowledge was taught
Through these teachings, more knowledge was sought

But it wasn’t all about development and control
Much was about being true to nature, spirit and soul

What I would like you all to do
Is have a good look at Africa too

Africa’s a continent that is so vast
With so many stories buried in her past

With which one to begin with is something I couldn’t tell
So I hope you go in search of many, and I wish, you all well

Africa 
Africa’s history is so much more than what is usually shown 
That is why through learning more, my love for 

If we look past the barbarism of slavery and its legacy 
We will be able to see 
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